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ABSTRACT
A vital step towards the widespread adoption of neural retrieval
models is their resource efficiency throughout the training, index-
ing and query workflows. The neural IR community made great
advancements in training effective dual-encoder dense retrieval
(DR) models recently. A dense text retrieval model uses a single vec-
tor representation per query and passage to score a match, which
enables low-latency first-stage retrieval with a nearest neighbor
search. Increasingly common, training approaches require enor-
mous compute power, as they either conduct negative passage
sampling out of a continuously updating refreshing index or re-
quire very large batch sizes. Instead of relying on more compute
capability, we introduce an efficient topic-aware query and bal-
anced margin sampling technique, called TAS-Balanced. We cluster
queries once before training and sample queries out of a cluster
per batch. We train our lightweight 6-layer DR model with a novel
dual-teacher supervision that combines pairwise and in-batch neg-
ative teachers. Our method is trainable on a single consumer-grade
GPU in under 48 hours. We show that our TAS-Balanced train-
ing method achieves state-of-the-art low-latency (64ms per query)
results on two TREC Deep Learning Track query sets. Evaluated
on NDCG@10, we outperform BM25 by 44%, a plainly trained DR
by 19%, docT5query by 11%, and the previous best DR model by
5%. Additionally, TAS-Balanced produces the first dense retriever
that outperforms every other method on recall at any cutoff on
TREC-DL and allows more resource intensive re-ranking models to
operate on fewer passages to improve results further.
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what are compound circuits
what is an organic ligand
is helium found in a compound
where is hpv found in the body
where is the lungs located
where is the thorax in humans
what food is common in china
types of foods in hungary
most well known meat in hawaii
what is soil nitrogen
what is regolith soil on earth
what are savanna grasslands

is juice healthy
is it safe to drink diet pepsi
what drink helps with nausea
what is systems healer
what is is an operating system
what does platform based mean?
what ruler reigned the longest
longest reign world leader
who the biggest president
rent to own houses definition
how to finance home repairs
inherited house rent or sell

Figure 1: T-SNE plot of 8 randomly sampled topic clusters
and example queries. Our Topic Aware Sampling (TAS) com-
poses queries from a single cluster per batch.

1 INTRODUCTION
Having a well prepared teacher in life makes learning easier and
more efficient. Training dense text retrieval models with more
experienced and capable teacher models follows the same path.
Dense retrieval models – such as the BERT-based [10] dual-encoder
BERTDOT – offer the great potential of low-latency query times,
vastly better accuracy and recall than traditional first-stage retrieval
methods, and moving most computational cost into offline indexing
and training. The unifying BERTDOT architecture is already sup-
ported by many open source search engines. BERTDOT can be used
as a standalone retriever or as part of a re-ranking pipeline. The
problem, when further improving the result quality, becomes the
affordability in terms of hardware resources and requirements for
training and indexing. A recent trend to improve retrieval result
quality is to augment the BERTDOT training procedure, which leads
to increased hardware requirements. Examples of this include con-
ducting negative passage sampling out of a continuously updating
refreshing index (ANCE [42]), generations of models (LTRe [44]),
or requiring large batch sizes (RocketQA [11]).

A concurrent line of inquiry is the use of knowledge distillation
frommore effective, but less efficient architectures as teachers either
in pairwise [14, 16, 25] or in-batch negatives [24] settings. In-batch
negatives reuse the encoded representations per sample and com-
pute interactions between all samples in a batch. We combine these
two knowledge distillation paradigms into a novel dual-supervision
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with a pairwise concatenated BERTCAT and a ColBERT teacher for
in-batch negatives. These approaches, while already working well,
are constrained by the information gain a single random batch can
deliver for training. The training data available to dense retrieval
training consists of a pool of queries, and associated with each
query is typically a set of passage pairs with a teacher score margin.
Each pair consists of a relevant and non-relevant passage, with
the margin set by subtracting the non-relevant sampled passage
teacher score from the relevant passage teacher score.

The main contribution of this work is to improve both pair-
wise and in-batch teacher signals. We propose Balanced Topic
Aware Sampling (TAS-Balanced) to compose dense retrieval train-
ing batches. This sampling technique has two components: (1) we
compose batches based on queries clustered in topics (TAS); and
(2) we then select passage pairs so as to balance pairwise teacher
score margins (TAS-Balanced). We cluster the topics once before
training based on a baseline representation by semantic dot product
similarity (which allows grouping queries without lexical overlap)
– a one time cost of under 10 minutes for all 400K training queries
of MSMARCO. An example selection of topic clusters is shown in
Figure 1. Previously, a batch would be composed of random queries
from the training set, leaving little information gain for in-batch
negatives. By selecting queries from a single cluster, we concentrate
information about a topic in a single batch, which after in-batch
negative teaching, leads to higher quality retrieval results.

We show that with TAS-Balanced batches and dual-supervision
we can train a very effective dense retrieval model on a single
consumer-grade (11GBmemory) GPU in under 48 hours, as opposed
to a common configuration of 8x V100s, because our method does
not rely on repeated indexing [42] or large batch size training [11].
Specifically, we study the following research questions:

RQ1 How effective are TAS and TAS-Balanced batch sampling
techniques with single and dual-teacher supervision?

We find TAS improving both in-batch negative teaching alone
as well as our dual-supervision teachers. The TAS-Balanced sam-
pling improves pairwise training, in-batch negatives, and the dual-
supervision training, which represents the best overall configura-
tion across our three query sets. The dual-teacher supervision has
an especially big positive impact on recall using a Margin-MSE loss.
We study different losses for the dual-supervision and find Margin-
MSE improves the results consistently over other loss functions.

A common problem in machine learning research is inadvertent
overfitting on a specific combination of hyperparameters, random
seed, and collection. To gain confidence in our results, we study:

RQ2 How robust is TAS-Balanced to different randomization?

To show that TAS-Balanced is robust against random overfitting,
we conduct a randomization study of 5 instances with different
random orderings of selected clusters and queries. We find only
small standard deviations across the metrics of our query sets (< .01
nDCG change on TREC-DL; < .001 MRR on MSMARCO-DEV).
This gives us great confidence in the efficacy and robustness of our
technique. To set our results in context to related work, we answer:

RQ3 How does our TAS-Balanced approach compare to other
dense retrieval training methods?

We evaluate our models on two TREC-DL (’19 & ’20) query sets
and the MSMARCO-DEV set using the MSMARCO passage col-
lection. The two TREC sets are especially suited to study recall
quality of the dense retrievers with hundreds of judged passages
per query. Our TAS-Balanced & dual-supervision trained BERTDOT
model shows state-of-the-art low-latency results on both TREC-
DL’19 and ’20 query sets using a batch size as small as 32. Our
BERTDOT model, evaluated on NDCG@10, outperforms BM25 by
44%, a plainly trained DR by 19%, docT5query by 11%, and the previ-
ous best DR model by 5%. On the sparse labelled MSMARCO-DEV
queries, TAS-Balanced shows the best results for methods using a
single consumer-grade GPU and outperforms most approaches that
require 20x more resources to train. Finally, while TAS-Balanced
is an effective standalone low-latency retriever, we also study the
impact of our TAS-trained model in a larger search system:
RQ4 How well suited is our TAS-trained dense retriever as a first-

stage module in terms of recall and re-ranking gains?
We find that TAS-Balanced results in the first BERTDOT model that
outperforms BM25 and docT5query consistently on every recall
cutoff in TREC-DL densely judged query sets. Fused together with
docT5query results we see another increase in recall, showing
that dense and sparse solutions still benefit from each other at an
already high recall level. Furthermore, we stack the state-of-the-art
re-ranking system mono-duo-T5 on top of our first-stage retrieval.
Because TAS-trainedBERTDOT increases the recall and accuracy for
small cutoffs, we can reduce the number of passages an expensive
re-ranking system processes and still receive considerable benefits.
However, we also find a limitation in re-ranking quality for higher
cutoffs: Even though TAS-Balanced continues to improve the recall
at higher cutoffs, the re-ranking does not take advantage of that.
Future work may improve re-rankers on top of TAS-Balanced.

The aim of this work is to produce a very effective BERTDOT
retrieval model and minimize the training resources necessary. Our
contributions are as follows:
• We propose an efficient Topic Aware Sampling (TAS-Balanced)
for composing informative dense retrieval training batches

• We show that TAS-Balanced in combination with a dual-teacher
supervision achieves state-of-the-art DR results on TREC-DL

• We study our training robustness and how TAS-Balanced im-
proves a larger (re-)ranking system

• We publish our source code at:
https://github.com/sebastian-hofstaetter/tas-balanced-dense-retrieval

2 RETRIEVAL MODEL BACKGROUND
We employ three different Transformer based [38] & BERT pre-
trained [10] architectures in our work. We use two teacher architec-
tures for the best combination of pairwise (BERTCAT) and in-batch
negative teaching (ColBERT) to train our our main dense retrieval
model: the dual-encoder BERTDOT architecture. In the following
we present the characteristics of each model architecture, our dual-
teacher supervision, as well as related training methods.

2.1 BERT Teacher Models
The common way of utilizing the BERT pre-trained Transformer
model in a re-ranking scenario is by concatenating query and pas-
sage input sequences [1, 28, 30]. We refer to the architecture as
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BERTCAT. We use it in this work as our strong pairwise teacher
model. In the BERTCAT ranking model, the query 𝑞1:𝑚 and passage
𝑝1:𝑛 sequences are concatenated with special tokens (using the ; op-
erator), encoded with BERT, the CLS token representation pooled,
and scored with single linear layer𝑊𝑠 :
BERTCAT (𝑞1:𝑚, 𝑝1:𝑛) =𝑊𝑠 BERT(CLS;𝑞1:𝑚 ; SEP; 𝑝1:𝑛)CLS (1)

This architecture is easy to train and provides very strong results
in terms of effectiveness, especially when used in an ensemble [14].
However, it requires candidate selection prior to re-ranking, has
no ability to pre-compute and index passage representations, and
is therefore slow in practice [15].

The ColBERT model [22] tries to overcome the time-efficiency
problem of BERTCAT by delaying the interactions between every
query and document term representation after BERT encoding:

𝑞1:𝑚 = BERT(CLS;𝑞1:𝑚 ; SEP)
𝑝1:𝑛 = BERT(CLS; 𝑝1:𝑛 ; SEP)

(2)

The interactions in the ColBERT model are aggregated with a max-
pooling per query term and sum of query-term scores as follows:

ColBERT(𝑞1:𝑚, 𝑝1:𝑛) =
𝑚∑
1

max
1..𝑛

𝑞𝑇1:𝑚 · 𝑝1:𝑛 (3)

This decoupling of query and passage encoding allows the passage
representations to be indexed in theory. However, the storage cost
of pre-computing passage representations is much higher and scales
in the total number of terms in the collection. Because of the storage
increase and increased complexity for the scoring aggregation we
refrain from using ColBERT as a dense retrieval model, and rather
use it as an efficient teacher for in-batch negatives.

2.2 BERTDOT Dense Retrieval Model
The BERTDOT model encodes query 𝑞1:𝑚 and passage 𝑝1:𝑛 se-
quences independently from each other and matches only a single
representation vector of the query with a single representation
vector of a passage [25, 26, 42]. It pools each CLS token output for
query 𝑞 and passage 𝑝 representations as follows:

𝑞 = BERT(CLS;𝑞1:𝑚 ; SEP)CLS , 𝑝 = BERT(CLS; 𝑝1:𝑛 ; SEP)CLS (4)

Potentially after storing all representations in an index, the model
computes the final scores as the dot product · of 𝑞 and 𝑝:

BERTDOT (𝑞1:𝑚, 𝑝1:𝑛) = 𝑞 · 𝑝 (5)

The independence of query and document encoding as well as the
dot product scoring enables two crucial operations for this work.
First, we encode all queries once and use their representation for
clustering in our TAS approach and second we deploy BERTDOT
with a simple maximum-inner product retrieval workflow: After
training, we encode and index every passage once in a nearest
neighbor search index and retrieve the top results at query time for
a single encoded query.

In Table 1 we give a training-agnostic latency analysis of our
BERTDOT retrieval setup. We use both the DistilBERT encoder
and a brute-force Faiss nearest neighbor index (FlatIP) on a single
TITAN RTX GPU with a total of 24 GB memory. We can fit a batch
size of up to 2,000 queries on this single GPU. We measure that a
single query can be responded to in 64ms, batching up to 10 queries

Table 1: Latency analysis of Top-1000 retrieval using our
BERTDOT retrieval setup for all MSMARCO passages using
DistilBERT and Faiss (FlatIP) on a single Titan RTX GPU

Batch Q. Encoding Faiss Retrieval Total
Size Avg. 99th Per. Avg. 99th Per. Avg. 99th Per.

1 8 ms 11 ms 54 ms 55 ms 64 ms 68 ms
10 8 ms 9 ms 141 ms 144 ms 162 ms 176 ms
2,000 273 ms 329 ms 2,515 ms 2,524 ms 4,780 ms 4,877 ms

(for example in a high load system) only reduces the latency to
162ms. The practical effect of always computing roughly the same
number of operations reduces the volatility of the latency to a very
small margin as the 99th percentile of the measured latency is very
close to the mean. For our one-time clustering we utilize the query
encoding only with a batch size of 2,000, shown in Table 1. The
fast processing allows us to encode all 400K MSMARCO training
queries in one minute.

2.3 Dual-Teacher Supervision
The community produces mounting evidence that knowledge dis-
tillation is essential for effective dense retrieval training [11, 14, 24].
Hofstätter et al. [14] showed the benefits of an ensemble of pair-
wise BERTCAT teachers; concurrently, Lin et al. [24] showed the
benefits of using a ColBERT teacher model for in-batch negative
sampling. Both possess unique strengths: BERTCAT is the more
effective teacher, but prohibitively expensive to use for in-batch
negatives as it requires quadratic scaling in the batch size, because
we need to encode concatenated pairs; ColBERT only requires a
linear runtime (in the batch size) for in-batch negative scores.

In this work we combine these two approaches into a novel
dual-teacher supervision paradigm that provides the best trade-off
between effective teaching and efficient training.

We utilize the published BERTCAT ensemble scores from Hof-
stätter et al. [14] for every official training triple of the MSMARCO-
Passage collection. Using this data allows us to use these teacher
model 𝑀𝑡 scores as a teacher signal for our 𝑀𝑠 student model
(BERTDOT) without computational cost. Any pairwise loss func-
tion is applicable here, we use the very effective Margin-MSE loss
[14], formalized as follows:

L𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝑄, 𝑃+, 𝑃−) = MSE(𝑀𝑠 (𝑄, 𝑃+) −𝑀𝑠 (𝑄, 𝑃−),
𝑀𝑡 (𝑄, 𝑃+) −𝑀𝑡 (𝑄, 𝑃−))

(6)

For the in-batch negative signal, we use the fact that both BERTDOT
student and ColBERT teacher can independently compute the rep-
resentation vectors, that is then scored via a dot-product. To create
in-batch pairings we cross the representation and pair each positive
passage with all other passages in the batch and compute the loss:

L𝐼𝑛𝐵 (𝑄, 𝑃+, 𝑃−) =
1

2|𝑄 |
( |𝑄 |∑

𝑖

𝑃−∑
𝑝−

L𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝑄𝑖 , 𝑃
+
𝑖 , 𝑝

−)

+
|𝑄 |∑
𝑖

𝑃+∑
𝑝+

L𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝑄𝑖 , 𝑃
+
𝑖 , 𝑝

+)
) (7)
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Table 2: Comparison of the computational cost of dense retrieval training methods. The GPUs refer to classes: V100 stands for
a server-grade GPU with ≥ 32 GB memory; GTX refers to a consumer-grade GPU ≥ 11GB memory (GTX 1080Ti or better).

Training Min. GPU Batch KD Teacher Added Cost î Passage Index Misc. CostsSize (per Sample) Sampling Refresh

Standalone 1× GTX 32 – – – – –
[42] ANCE 8× V100 32 – – ✓ 10K batches +1 BM25-trained checkpoint
[44] LTRe 1× GTX 32 – – ✓ 1× +1 ANCE checkpoint
[14] Margin-MSE 1× GTX 32 BERTCAT × 1-3 – – –
[24] TCT 1× V100 96 ColBERT × 1 – – +1 BM25-trained checkpoint
[11] RocketQA 8× V100 4,000 BERTCAT × > 13 ✓ 2× 4× cycles of training

TAS-Balanced 1× GTX 32 BERTCAT + ColBERT × 1-4 – – 1× query clustering

Here, for simplicity and harmony between the dual-teacher signals
we re-use theL𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 loss, but the teacher model𝑀𝑡 is now ColBERT.
Additionally, we studied list-based losses that score each query with
the full set of all passages in the batch, as shown in Section 5.1, and
found Margin-MSE to be the best choice. We compute the total loss
as the weighted combination (where 𝛼 is a hyperparameter to steer
the influence) of the pairwise loss L𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 and the in-batch loss L𝐼𝑛𝐵

as follows:

L𝐷𝑆 (𝑄, 𝑃+, 𝑃−) = L𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝑄, 𝑃+, 𝑃−) + L𝐼𝑛𝐵 (𝑄, 𝑃+, 𝑃−) × 𝛼 (8)

Following, the findings of Hofstätter et al. [14] and Ding et al. [11]
we do not use the binary relevance labels provided by MSMARCO
directly and only rely on the teacher supervision signal, which
confirms in almost all cases the binary relevance ordering. This
allows our method to be applied to unsupervised scenarios, where
training data is generated and scored by trained teacher models
without human assessments.

2.4 Other Dense Retrieval Training Methods
Improving the training of the BERTDOT model is a rapidly evolv-
ing field in neural IR with a variety of approaches with different
training costs. To give a structured overview of the state of the
field, we summarize and compare the most related work for dense
passage retrieval training with our TAS-Balanced approach in Table
2. We identify three main drivers of computational cost per training
method that lead to a minimum GPU requirement per method. First,
the recommended batch size; second, whether knowledge distilla-
tion is used; and third, if a dynamic index refresh is needed during
training. The standalone training of the BERTDOT model only uses
binary relevance labels and BM25-sampled negative passages [21].
While it offers the lowest cost training, its results are inferior to
the other methods, as we show in Table 4.

The ANCE [42] training swapped BM25-generated negative sam-
ples for negative samples retrieved from an index that needs to be
refreshed fully every 10K batches, which according to Xiong et al.
[42] requires 8 GPU-hours every 10K batches for MSMARCO. Zhan
et al. [44] built upon ANCE with LTRe training by continuing to
train the query encoder with a fixed passage encoder module.

The pairwise Margin-MSE training [14] showed how pairwise
knowledge distillation benefits from an ensemble ofBERTCAT teach-
ers. With tightly coupled teachers (TCT), Lin et al. [24] showed the
benefit of utilizing a ColBERT teacher model for in-batch negative
signals. Both approaches add teacher inference overhead to the

training. However, this can be mitigated by computing the teacher
output once and re-using it.

Ding et al. [11] showed with RocketQA a multi-generational pro-
cess of training BERTDOT student and BERTCAT filtered negative
passage sampling. They also showed how a very large batch size
of 4,000 leads to large gains in accuracy on the sparse MSMARCO-
DEV labels. Combined they require an enormous compute capacity
(as the batch size has to fit into the GPU memory simultaneously)
and time requirement for training a single instance.

Apart from specifically training dense retrieval models, knowl-
edge distillation has gained popularity, with general-purpose BERT-
style models [18, 34] as well as a range of applications in IR: from
sequential recommendation models [36], BERT-based retrieval chat-
bots [37], BERT-based Question Answering [16], reducing the size
of the BERTCAT passage re-rankingmodel [5, 12], to dense keyword
matching in sponsored search [25].

The composition or sampling of training batches spans all ma-
chine learning application fields. Many advances were made es-
pecially in computer vision: whether to create synthetic negative
samples for contrastive learning [20], unsupervised image cluster
learning [4], or changing the image mixture of batches for self-
supervised representation learning [35]. In IR, Cohen et al. [6]
demonstrated that the sampling policy for negative samples plays
an important role in the stability of the training, and MacAvaney
et al. [27] adapted the training procedure by shifting samples to the
beginning which are estimated to be easy.

3 TOPIC AWARE SAMPLING
Clustering data has a long history in IR, for example in the clus-
ter hypothesis concerned with retrieving clustered documents [17,
39]. Inspired by these fundamental findings, we turn to cluster-
ing queries, as it is much more efficient than clustering passages,
because we have fewer queries than passages available in the MS-
MARCO training data and each query is more rapidly encoded.
We cluster queries to sample out of clusters for our topic aware
training batches. We balance the passage pair selection to cover
close and distant passage pairs uniformly. This reduces the amount
of high-margin (low information) passage pairs. We combine the
sampling with an efficient dual-teacher supervision method that
combines pairwise and in-batch negative teachers.

Typically, neural networks trained using gradient descent meth-
ods consider a collection of training samples together as a batch,
for a single update to the network parameters. The commonly used
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Figure 2: Comparison of batch sampling strategies. Each strategy has access to a pool of (clustered) queries; where each query
has a set of relevant and non-relevant passage pairs with BERTCAT score margins.

approach to compose such a batch B with size 𝑏 in the retrieval task
is to take a sample of a query 𝑞, a relevant 𝑝+ and a non-relevant
𝑝− passage randomly from the training data of all queries 𝑄 and
passage pairs per query 𝑃𝑞 , as shown in Figure 2 (a). Formally:

B =
{
(𝑞, 𝑝+, 𝑝−)

�� 𝑞 ∈ rand(𝑄,𝑏),
𝑝+, 𝑝− ∈ rand(𝑃𝑞)

} (9)

where rand(𝑋,𝑦) is a random sampling method of 𝑦 samples (1 if
omitted) from the population 𝑋 without replacement. With hun-
dreds of thousands of possible training queries, this random sam-
pling produces a collection of queries per batch that cover com-
pletely different topics. Using an in-batch negative loss, where each
query interacts not only with its own passages, but all others in the
batch as well, has very little information gain from those random
in-batch interactions. In-batch negatives offer a great promise of
“re-using” already computed representations in the loss function.
TAS. To fulfill the promise of improved training with in-batch
negatives, we propose a Topic Aware Sampling (TAS) strategy,
as depicted in Figure 2 (b). Before training, we group all training
queries into 𝑘 clusters with k-means clustering [29], using their
baseline representation vectors and minimize:

argmin
𝐶

𝑘∑
𝑖=1

∑
𝑞∈𝐶𝑖

| |𝑞 − 𝑣𝑖 | |2 (10)

where 𝑣𝑖 is the centroid vector of the group 𝐶𝑖 . The results of this
one-time and very efficient procedure are topically related clusters,
as shown in the example Figure 1. Now, instead of randomly se-
lecting queries out of the full pool of queries, we randomly select
⌊𝑏/𝑛⌋ queries out of 𝑛 random clusters from 𝐶 to create a batch:

B =
{
(𝑞, 𝑝+, 𝑝−)

�� Topic Aware Sampling︷                              ︸︸                              ︷
𝑞 ∈ rand(rand(𝐶,𝑛), ⌊𝑏/𝑛⌋)
𝑝+, 𝑝− ∈ rand(𝑃𝑞)

} (11)

TAS-Balanced. As a further refinement, we augment TAS with the
need to balance the pairwise margins. Naturally, most queries have
fewer relevant passages than non-relevant ones [45]. We define
negative passages to be easy when they are further away from the
positive passage in terms of the teacher model margin. To create
a balanced sampling, based on the static margins of the pairwise

teacher model𝑀𝑡 , as shown in Figure 2 (c), we define a method 𝐻
that filters passage pairs based on ℎ ranges of size𝑚, that uniformly
cover the minimum𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 to the maximum margin per query:

𝐻 (𝑃𝑞, 𝑖) =
{
(𝑝+, 𝑝−)

��𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑖 ×𝑚

≥ 𝑀𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑝+) −𝑀𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑝−) <
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝑖 + 1) ×𝑚

} (12)

Similar to sampling clusters first, and then queries, we sample a
range first and then sample from the filtered pairs to unskew the
distribution of sample passage pairs. Together, this yields our TAS-
Balanced batch sampling strategy:

B =
{
(𝑞, 𝑝+, 𝑝−)

�� Topic Aware Sampling︷                        ︸︸                        ︷
𝑞 ∈ rand(rand(𝐶,𝑛), 𝑏),
𝑝+, 𝑝− ∈ rand(𝐻 (𝑃𝑞, rand(0..ℎ)))︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸

Balanced Margin Sampling

} (13)

The random sampling does not slow down our training loop as we
conduct this batch composition concurrently in a sub-process and
queue batches. For training we continuously sample new batches
and do not repeat the same batch in multiple epochs. Rather than
training for a certain number of epochs, our early-stopping ap-
proach detailed in Section 4.3 decides when to stop training.

4 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Our main training and inference dependencies are PyTorch [32],
HuggingFace Transformers [41], and Faiss [19], which we use for
query clustering as well as brute-force nearest neighbor retrieval.

4.1 Passage Collection & Query Sets
We use the MSMARCO-Passage [2] collection with the sparsely-
judged MSMARCO-DEV query set of 6,980 queries (used in the
leaderboard) as well as the densely-judged query sets of 43 and 54
queries derived from TREC-DL ’19 [7] and ’20 [8]. For TREC graded
relevance (0 = non relevant to 3 = perfect) we use the recommended
binarization point of 2 for MRR, MAP, and recall. MSMARCO is
based on sampled Bing queries and contains 8.8 million passages.
We use the official BM25-based 40 million training passage-pair
samples. We cap the query length at 30 tokens and the passage
length at 200 tokens; both values represent generous bounds with
few outliers that have more tokens.
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4.2 Parameter Settings
For our TAS clustering we use a pairwise trained BERTDOT model
baseline as our source for the query representations. We create
2K clusters from the 400K training queries. A pilot study did not
find any noticeable difference in the number of clusters. We set the
number 𝑛 of clusters to sample from to 1 due to our relatively low
batch size 𝑏 of 32 (if not further specified). We balance the margin
ranges into 10 bins (ℎ). After a pilot study we set the dual-teacher
combination hyperparameter 𝛼 to 0.75 to bring both losses into
the same range, as the in-batch loss, taking into account more data
points, is consistently higher than the pairwise loss. We use the
Adam [23] optimizer with a learning rate of 7 × 10−6.

As a basis for all our BERTDOT and ColBERT instances we use
a 6-layer DistilBERT [34] encoder as their initialization starting
point. Each instance starts fresh from this DistilBERT checkpoint;
we do not use generational retrieval-trained model checkpoints.
We trained our ColBERT teacher model with the teacher pairwise
signals. While we always used the static pairwise signals, due to
studying many different batch compositions we implemented the
ColBERT in-batch teacher as a dynamic sub-process running either
on the same GPU for a batch size of 32 or an independent GPU for
batch size 96 and 256. For the BM25 baseline we use Anserini [43].

4.3 Approximate Retrieval Early Stopping
We aim to train our neural retrieval models for as long as training
improves the model, to facilitate the fairest comparison of our base-
lines and novel contributions. This is to not disadvantage methods
that might take longer to train, but eventually catch up. We cre-
ated an approximated early stopping set for all our experiments by
indexing a pairwise trained baseline model and retrieving the top
100 passages for 3,200 queries uniformly sampled from the larger
DEV-49K set, which are distinct from the DEV-7K and TREC evalu-
ation sets. Additionally, we added all relevant passages if they have
not been retrieved by the baseline already. Evaluating our early
stopping set takes 5 minutes and we evaluate it every 4K steps; we
stop training a model after 30 evaluations have not improved the
nDCG@10 metric, which usually stops after 700-800K steps.

5 RESULTS
In this section we discuss our research questions and present our
results: We compare to internal baselines of different teacher and
sampling modes; compare our results to external baselines; study
the robustness of our TAS method; and finally provide insights into
the use of TAS in a broader re-ranking system. Except for the last
point, we present results of the trained BERTDOT model using a
nearest neighbor search across all MSMARCO passages without
re-ranking or fusion of results.

5.1 Source of Effectiveness
With our proposal to change the batch sampling on one hand and
the teacher supervision on the other, we carefully study the effects
of each change in:

RQ1 How effective are TAS and TAS-Balanced batch sampling
techniques with single and dual-teacher supervision?

Table 3: Analysis of TAS-Balanced & dual-supervision using
different loss methods for in-batch negative signals. nDCG
&MRR cutoff 10. Stat. sig. difference w/ paired t-test (p < 0.05)

Loss TREC-DL’19 TREC-DL’20 MSM. DEV
nDCG R@1K nDCG R@1K MRR R@1K

KLDiv .681 .783 .673 .831 .334 .964
ListNet .687 .788 .668 .829 .338𝑘 .966𝑘

Lambdarank .704 .812𝑘𝑛 .682 .840 .342𝑘𝑛 .971𝑘𝑛

Margin-MSE .712 .845𝑘𝑙𝑛 .693 .865𝑘𝑙𝑛 .340𝑘 .975𝑘𝑙𝑛

For pairwise knowledge distillation, Hofstätter et al. [14] showed
their proposed Margin-MSE loss to outperform other options, there-
fore we fix the use of the Margin-MSE loss for the pairwise teaching
part and examine the effect of different losses for additional in-batch
negative training for our TAS-Balanced strategy in Table 3.

We study two different types of loss functions: First are list-based
losses (KL Divergence, ListNet [3], and the LambdaLoss version
nDCG2 [40]) where we build a ranked list of in-batch and pairwise
negatives per query and second the pairwise Margin-MSE loss
that repeats the relevant passage per query to pair with all other
passages from the in-batch negative pool of a batch.

We find in Table 3 that the Margin-MSE loss outperforms other
list-based loss variants in most metrics across our three query sets.
The change is especially noticeable in the recall metric on the two
TREC-DL query sets. TheMargin-MSE loss in comparison to the list-
based losses optimizes the BERTDOT model to follow the teacher
score distribution and not just the general ordering of in-batch
negatives. We hypothesize the reason for the better Margin-MSE
results is because it is advantageous to use a homogeneous loss
between both teachers and, because list-based losses only observe
ordering and the in-batch negatives are still an incomplete set of
all available orderings, the score optimization is more precise.

Ourmain ablation results in Table 4 investigate two axes: the type
of teacher supervision and the type of sampling with all possible
combinations between our proposed methods. We also provide
a baseline of a standalone-trained BERTDOT model with random
batch sampling and binary relevance labels only.

The first teacher scenario uses only the pairwise teacher ensem-
ble scores. Comparing the pairwise teacher with the standalone
model, we already see significant gains over all metrics. TAS sam-
pling alone does not change the results much and even decreases
TREC results slightly. This is an expected result, as the TAS sam-
pling is geared towards in-batch negative training, and should not
strongly influence training on queries independently. The TAS-
Balanced procedure, on the other hand, improves most metrics for
pairwise teaching by 1 percentage point or more, as the balanced
margin sampling influences the pairwise supervision.

Using in-batch negatives and a single ColBERT teacher model
for supervision with the Margin-MSE loss shows worse results for
the original random sampling than the pairwise teacher on the
same setting. Here, the TAS strategy provides a strong boost for
the results, across all three collections. The TAS-Balanced strategy
again improves results for two of the three collections.

Finally, using our novel dual-supervision strategy we observe
the same pattern again: TAS improves over random sampling, and
TAS-Balance improves over TAS for the best results on almost any
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Table 4: Ablation results of random, TAS, and TAS-Balanced sampling strategies. (paired t-test; p < 0.05)

Teacher Sampling TREC-DL’19 TREC-DL’20 MSMARCO DEV
nDCG@10 MRR@10 R@1K nDCG@10 MRR@10 R@1K nDCG@10 MRR@10 R@1K

None Random .602 .781 .714 .602 .782 .757 .353 .298 .935

Pairwise (BERTCAT)
Random .687 .851 .767 .654 .812 .801 .385 .326 .958
TAS .677 .851 .769 .650 .820 .819 .385 .325 .957
TAS-Balanced .686 .866 .783 .665 .823 .825𝑟 .393𝑟𝑡 .334𝑟𝑡 .963𝑟

In-Batch Neg. (ColBERT)
Random .680 .857 .745 .631 .773 .792 .372 .315 .951
TAS .706 .886 .799 .667𝑟 .821 .826𝑟 .396𝑟 .336𝑟 .968𝑟
TAS-Balanced .716 .910 .800 .677𝑟 .810 .820𝑟 .397𝑟 .338𝑟 .968𝑟

Pairwise + In-Batch
Random .695 .891 .787 .673 .812 .839 .391 .331 .968
TAS .713 .878 .831 .689 .815 .862𝑟 .401𝑟 .338𝑟 .973𝑟
TAS-Balanced .712 .892 .845 .693 .843 .865𝑟 .402𝑟 .340𝑟 .975𝑟𝑡

evaluated metric. When we look at the differences between the
in-batch teaching and the dual-teacher we see that, especially on
the recall metrics, the dual-teacher outperforms the single teacher
by a large margin on all three query sets. The nDCG and MRR
results are improved for dual-supervision on two out of the three
query sets and the remaining TREC-DL’19 results are tied. Because
of these results, we recommend using the dual-supervision and
TAS-Balanced sampling as the main configuration and we use it
throughout the paper for our analysis.

TAS-Balanced uses randomized sampling out of cluster, query,
and passage-pair populations extensively. To be confident in our
results, we need to investigate if we did inadvertently overfit our
approach to a certain setting and study:
RQ2 How robust is TAS-Balanced to different randomization?
In Table 5 we present the results of our robustness analysis for
TAS-Balanced and dual-supervision with different random seeds
that guide the ordering and selection of the training samples. Every
instance had access to the same data, training configuration, teacher
models – the only difference is the random ordering of clusters,
queries and passage-pairs. We find overall low variability in our
results, especially on the 6,980 test queries of MSMARCO-DEV.
For the TREC-DL sets we have many fewer queries – 43 and 53
for TREC-DL’19 and ’20 respectively – and still our robustness
analysis shows a standard deviation of the results under a single
point change in both nDCG@10 and recall. The biggest variation is
on the nDCG@10 metric of TREC-DL’20, however the recall shows
a lower variance than the recall on TREC-DL’19. This result gives
us great confidence in the efficacy of our TAS-Balanced training.

5.2 Comparing to Baselines
In this section we focus on standalone BERTDOT retrieval results
from different training methods and compare our results with re-
lated work to answer:
RQ3 How does our TAS-Balanced approach compare to other

dense retrieval training methods?
We present the dense retrieval results for models trained on the
MSMARCO collection in Table 6, first the baselines and then our
TAS-Balanced results using different training batch size settings.
Important for the comparison of different BERTDOT training tech-
niques is the number of Transformer encoder layers, which linearly

Table 5: Random-robustness analysis of five instances of
TAS-Balanced dual-supervision each using different sam-
pling orders across clusters, queries, and passage pairs. Stat.
sig. difference w/ paired t-test (p < 0.05)

Inst. TREC-DL’19 TREC-DL’20 MSMARCO DEV
nDCG@10 R@1K nDCG@10 R@1K MRR@10 R@1K

A .712 .845 .693 .865𝑏𝑐 .340 .975
B .713 .833 .684 .859 .341 .974
C .716 .844 .679 .859 .341 .975𝑏
D .712 .838 .688 .861 .339 .974
E .705 .841 .701𝑏𝑐 .862 .339 .974

Avg. .712 .840 .689 .861 .340 .975
StdDev. .004 .005 .008 .003 .001 .001

determines the indexing throughput and query encoding latency, as
well as the training batch size which influences the GPU memory
requirements. The TREC-DL’20 query set was recently released,
therefore most related work is missing results on these queries.
We observe that the methods not using knowledge distillation and
larger encoders (ANCE, LTRe) are outperformed on TREC-DL’19
by those that do use teachers (TCT, Margin-MSE), however on the
sparse MSMARCO-DEV the result trend turns around. RocketQA
on MSMARCO-DEV only outperforms all other approaches when
using a batch size of 4,000; RocketQA using 128 samples per batch
– more than any other method, but the lowest published by the
authors – is outperformed by all other methods.

Our TAS-Balanced results are in the last section of Table 6. We
evaluated our 6 layer encoder model on three different training
batch sizes (32, 96, and 256). Between the different batch sizes, we
only see a clear trend of improvement on MSMARCO DEV, but
not on the TREC collections, there the results are inconsistent, al-
beit with small differences, that fall in the standard deviation of
our robustness analysis in Table 5. This leads us to believe that
increasing the batch size is a source of overfitting on the sparse
MSMARCO labels. Our TAS-Balanced models outperform all other
dense retrieval training methods on both TREC-DL query sets,
which show very similar trends: nDCG@10 by at least 4%; MRR@10
by 3%; and Recall@1K, where the margin is the highest with at
least 9% improvement over the respectively best related work base-
line. TAS-Balanced also shows consistently strong results on the
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Table 6: Dense retrieval results of BERTDOT for baseline training and our TAS-Balanced training. L# = Transformer layers Stat.
sig. difference w/ paired t-test (p < 0.05) b=BM25; T=TCT; M=Margin-MSE; 3=TAS-B 32; 9=TAS-B 96; 2=TAS-B 256

Training Type Encoder L# Batch TREC-DL’19 TREC-DL’20 MSMARCO DEV
Size nDCG@10MRR@10 R@1K nDCG@10MRR@10 R@1K nDCG@10MRR@10 R@1K

Baselines
BM25 – – – .501 .689 .739 .475 .649 .806 .241 .194 .868

[42] ANCE
BERT-Base 12 32

.648 – – – – – – .330 .959
[44] LTRe .661 – – – – – – .329 .955
[44] ANCE + LTRe .675 – – – – – – .341 .962

[11] RocketQA ERNIE-Base 12 4,000 – – – – – – – .364 –
128 – – – – – – – .309 –

[24] TCT BERT-Base 12 96 .670 – .720 – – – – .335 .964
TCT (ours) DistilBERT 6 32 .680𝑏 .857𝑏 .745 .631𝑏 .773𝑏 .792 .372𝑏 .315𝑏 .951𝑏

[14]Margin-MSE DistilBERT 6 32 .697 .868 .769 – – – .381 .323 .957
Margin-MSE (ours) .687𝑏 .851𝑏 .767 .654𝑏 .812𝑏 .801 .385𝑏𝑡 .326𝑏𝑡 .958𝑏𝑡

Ours

TAS-Balanced DistilBERT 6
32 .712𝑏 .892𝑏 .845𝑏𝑡𝑚 .693𝑏𝑡𝑚 .843𝑏 .865𝑏𝑡𝑚 .402𝑏𝑡𝑚 .340𝑏𝑡𝑚 .975𝑏𝑡𝑚

96 .722𝑏𝑡𝑚 .895𝑏 .842𝑡𝑚 .692𝑏𝑡𝑚 .841𝑏 .864𝑏𝑡𝑚 .406𝑏𝑡𝑚 .343𝑏𝑡𝑚 .976𝑏𝑡𝑚

256 .717𝑏𝑡𝑚 .883𝑏 .843𝑡𝑚 .686𝑏𝑡𝑚 .843𝑏 .875𝑏𝑡𝑚 .410𝑏𝑡𝑚39 .347𝑏𝑡𝑚39 .978𝑏𝑡𝑚3

sparse MSMARCO DEV, where we outperform all other baselines,
especially on Recall@1K. The only stronger baseline is RocketQA’s
4,000 batch size instance; however, as we discussed, this is only
due to the larger batch size and not because of their approach, as
we strongly outperform (+10% on MRR@10) their 128 batch size
instance with a batch size as low as 32.

At this point we want to take a step back and examine the results
from a perspective before the neural revolution: Our TAS-Balanced
trained BERTDOT dense retriever, which has comparable query
latency with BM25, outperforms BM25 by 44% on nDCG@10 and
9-14% on Recall@1K on TREC’19 & ’20. Our work is only the latest
in an enormous progress the community made the last few years.

5.3 TAS-Balanced Retrieval in a Pipeline
Although the quality of our top-10 results allows use of ourBERTDOT
model as a standalone retriever, usually a ranking system is a hybrid
combining different relevance signals. Thus, we investigate:

RQ4 How well suited is our TAS-trained dense retriever as a first-
stage module in terms of recall and re-ranking gains?

We create two pipelines: First, we fuse our TAS-Balanced retriever
with docT5query, a sparse passage expansion based retriever, fol-
lowing the setup of Lin et al. [24]. Second, we re-rank our results
with the state-of-the-art mono-duo-T5 re-ranking model following
Pradeep et al. [33].

As a first step, we examine the usability of different first-stage
retrievers in terms of their recall at different cutoffs in Figure 3.
These candidates can then be further used by re-ranking models.
We find that on TREC-DL our dense retriever is the first dense
retriever to consistently outperform BM25 and docT5query at all
examined cutoffs. The fused TAS-Balanced + docT5query results
offer another boost of recall, showing us that those two diametrical
methods bring different strengths that fit together very well.
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Figure 3: Recall at different cutoffs for TREC-DL’20

In Table 7 we compare our multi-stage pipelines grouped by
latency. Naturally, the higher the re-ranking depth the higher the
full system latency. Analyzing the baselines, we see a large spread
in terms of per query latency and effectiveness results. Low-latency
results are generally inferior in terms of quality compared to the
slower re-ranking results. The powerful re-ranking models are able
to improve results when the re-ranking depth is as small as 10
candidates (especially on TREC’20 and MSMARCO-DEV), albeit
they show a larger improvement for 1,000 candidates.

Turning to our results, we use the TAS-Balanced with dual-
supervision trained on a batch size of 96 for all pipeline experiments.
Low-Latency. As with dense retrieval models (in Table 6), TAS-
Balanced outperforms other low-latency (<70 ms) systems BM25,
DeepCT, and docT5query by large margins in Table 7. Fusing TAS-
Balanced together with docT5query further improves Recall@1K,
as shown in Figure 3, as well as almost all results across query sets,
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Table 7: Full system results using retrieval and re-ranking pipelines. Stat. sig. difference w/ paired t-test (p < 0.05)

Retrieval-Stage Re-ranking Latency TREC-DL’19 TREC-DL’20 MSMARCO DEV
Model # (ms) nDCG@10 MRR@10 R@1K nDCG@10 MRR@10 R@1K nDCG@10 MRR@10 R@1K

Low Latency Systems (<70ms)
[43] BM25 – – 55 .501 .689 .745 .475 .649 .803 .241 .194 .857
[9] DeepCT – – 55 .551 – .756 – – – – .243 .913
[31] docT5query – – 64 .648𝑏 .799 .827 .619𝑏 .742 .844𝑏 .338𝑏 .277𝑏 .947𝑏

TAS-B – – 64 .722𝑏𝑑 .895𝑏 .842 .692𝑏𝑑 .841𝑏𝑑 .864𝑏 .406𝑏𝑑 .343𝑏𝑑 .976𝑏𝑑

TAS-B + docT5query – – 67 .753𝑏𝑑𝑡 .920𝑏𝑑 .882𝑏𝑑𝑡 .708𝑏𝑑 .832𝑏 .895𝑏𝑑𝑡 .425𝑏𝑑𝑡 .360𝑏𝑑𝑡 .979𝑏𝑑𝑡

Medium Latency Systems (< 500ms)
[24] TCT + docT5query – – 106 .739 – .832 – – – – .364 .973
[22] ColBERT – – 458 – – – – – – – .360 .968
[44] LTRe BERT-Large 10 148 – – – – – – – .362 .962
[33] BM25 duo-T5 10 388 .553 .839 .745 .544 .793 .803 .310 .287 .857
[33] docT5query duo-T5 10 397 .696𝑏 .913 .827 .658𝑏 .839 .844𝑏 .411𝑏 .371𝑏 .947𝑏

TAS-B duo-T5 10 397 .727𝑏 .877 .842 .710𝑏 .864 .864𝑏 .449𝑏𝑑 .399𝑏𝑑 .976𝑏𝑑

TAS-B + docT5query duo-T5 10 400 .755𝑏𝑑𝑡 .877 .882𝑏𝑑𝑡 .726𝑏𝑑𝑡 .870 .895𝑏𝑑𝑡 .463𝑏𝑑𝑡 .409𝑏𝑑𝑡 .979𝑏𝑑𝑡

High Latency Systems (> 500ms)
[30] BM25 BERT-Large 1K 3,500 .736 – – – – – – .365 –
[33] BM25 mono-duo-T5 1K 12,800 .760 .852 .745 .774 .888 .803 .471 .409 .857
[33] docT5query mono-duo-T5 1K 12,800 .773 .864 .827 .784𝑏 .880 .844𝑏 .488𝑏 .420 .947𝑏

TAS-B mono-duo-T5 1K 12,800 .759 .846 .842 .782 .881 .864𝑏 .488𝑏 .420 .976𝑏𝑑

TAS-B + docT5query mono-duo-T5 1K 12,800 .759 .848 .882𝑏𝑑𝑡 .783 .880 .895𝑏𝑑𝑡 .489𝑏𝑡 .421𝑑 .979𝑏𝑑𝑡

at virtually no latency cost other than merging the two result lists.
Across every query set we show the highest Recall@1K with this
fused first-stage, followed by our standalone TAS-Balanced retriever.
The recall of these first-stage models naturally determines the re-
call for the re-ranking pipelines. Comparing our low-latency TAS-
Balanced (+ docT5query fusion) results with the medium-latency
baselines, we observe that in many instances we already outperform
or tie methods that are 2-6x slower.

Medium-Latency. As soon as we incorporate re-ranking models
into a pipeline, we have an explosion of potential options, including
the re-ranking depth. For medium-latency systems we re-rank only
the top-10 candidates with the duo-T5 re-ranking model. While this
top-10 approach only shows modest gains for TREC’19 on base-
lines and TAS-Balanced retrievers, the gains are much stronger on
TREC’20 and MSMARCO-DEV. Following the low-latency pattern,
our TAS-Balanced (+ docT5query fusion) re-ranked with duo-T5
outperform other duo-T5 re-ranking pipelines as well as other re-
lated systems such as ColBERT or a BERT-large re-ranking system.

High-Latency. Our final results employ the full mono-duo-T5 re-
ranker at a depth of 1K, where mono-T5 re-ranks the 1K results and
duo-T5 then scores the top-50. This pipeline is hardly practical in a
production scenario, with 13 seconds latency per query, but gives
us a ceiling for the best achievable metrics with current state-of-
the-art re-rankers. For MSMARCO-DEV our increased first-stage
recall leads to slightly better re-ranking results than the first-stage
baselines. However, for the TREC query sets, even though TAS-
Balanced shows a higher recall, the mono-duo-T5 re-ranker is (non
significantly) better using BM25 & docT5query as retriever. We be-
lieve that the mono-duo-T5 re-ranker is not able to take advantage

of the increased recall because it has been trained on a BM25 can-
didate distribution and with dense retrieval we create a shift in the
candidate distribution. It is out of the scope of this work to re-train
the mono-duo-T5 re-rankers, albeit the importance of training the
re-ranker on the first-stage retriever distribution is shown by Gao
et al. [13] and Ding et al. [11]. Overall, these are encouraging re-
sults to spark future pipeline work based on TAS-Balanced trained
BERTDOT as a first-stage retrieval model.

6 CONCLUSION
We proposed to improve dense passage retrieval training with a
cost-neutral topic aware (query) and balanced margin (passage
pairs) sampling strategy, called TAS-Balanced. We train the dual-
encoder BERTDOT model with a dual-supervision of pairwise and
in-batch teacher models. Our training only requires under 48 hours
on a single consumer-grade GPU and outperforms most other ap-
proaches that depend on large server infrastructures, especially on
two densely judged TREC-DL query sets. We showed TAS-Balanced
works consistently with different random orderings and different
teacher supervisions. Additionally, to our standalone retriever, we
show how TAS-Balanced interacts with other models in a larger
search pipeline. Using TAS-Balanced fused with docT5query results
outperforms many systems with 2-6x higher latency. Furthermore,
TAS-Balanced is also beneficial for low re-ranking depths. We pur-
posefully set out to design a training technique for dense retrieval
that does not depend on large compute servers. We want to give
the community the techniques necessary to train strong dense re-
trieval models with modest hardware, so that the largest possible
number of researchers and practitioners can benefit from the neural
first-stage improvements and build upon them.
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